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Doctors for drug addicts
Drug addicts are unwelcome in most doctors' surgeries and
outpatient clinics-they ignore Mrs Patrick Campbell's advice
and "do it in the street and frighten the horses." Yet when
questioned those same doctors will agree that addiction is a
disease rather than a vice: for what is true of alcohol must
surely also be true of cannabis or heroin.
Who, then, should provide the treatment that addicts need ?

The drug clinics set up in the 1960s (after a series of scandalous
cases of irresponsible prescribing by doctors) seem to have
faded into decline; they are used by only 4000 of the estimated
20 000 opioid addicts in Britain.' The 16 000 unofficial addicts
obtain their drugs either on the black market or from private
doctors. The reasons that addicts give for preferring private
doctors (whom they have to pay) to the free clinics are set out
at p 1876. This article criticises (as did the Lancet2 18 months
ago) doctors who charge addicts fees for prescribing their
drugs. Many addicts find the money they pay to their doctors
either by reselling some of the drugs on the black market or by
crime; doctors who, in effect, sell drugs to addicts are con-
tributing to these consequences.
The Association of Independent Doctors in Addiction

argues that their private practice is flourishing only because the
NHS has failed. Many addicts can lead reasonably normal lives
if provided with a regular supply of drugs. The association
agrees that private practice is not the ideal solution. Its answer
is for NHS doctors to be paid for each addict they treat. Such
a scheme would, however, lead almost inevitably to a few
doctors each treating large numbers of addicts-with their
other patients drifting away. The ideal is several thousand
doctors each with two or three addict patients-but that is
fantasy, not reality.

When many countries have a common social problem and
when their varied attempts to control it fail then the problem
may seem insoluble. No one now believes that addiction to
opioids can be eliminated; the questions are, firstly, how to
restrict its spread to new generations of young people and,
secondly, how to reduce the amount of crime directly or
indirectly attributable to drug addiction.

Perhaps we should go back 20 years and look again at the fate
of the clinics set up at least partly to combat the black market
in drugs. For a year or two these clinics operated the classic
"British system": they prescribed for addicts the drugs they
wanted, in the hope that treatment for their addiction could be
given concurrently. This policy destroyed the black market in
drugs but it cured few addicts. For various reasons (including
the views of clinic staff on the desirability of providing
injectable drugs for addicts and an emphasis on cure rather
than maintenance) treatment policies changed: oral methadone
became the mainstay, and addicts who wanted injectables
moved away to alternative sources.
The lesson, surely, is that the British system can minimise

the effects of addicts on society but that it will not cure them.
What will ? Until better ways are found of treating addiction
(to alcohol and tobacco as well as to hard and soft drugs) our
priority should be containment of the epidemic of drug abuse.
That means new policy objectives: more of the same will solve
nothing.

'Advisory Council on the Misuse of Drugs. Treatment and Rehabilita-
tion. London: HMSO, 1982.

2 Anonymous. Drug addiction: British system failing. Lancet 1982;i:83-4.
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Perioperative antibiotics

M R B KEIGHLEY

Most surgeons are probably thoroughly confused about the
policy for the use of antibiotic cover in the perioperative
period. This confusion may be due to the numerous studies
which have been published on this topic, of which many are
contradictory and a high proportion of poor quality.' Editors
should try to ensure that they publish only original and
scientifically valid work. Studies should be randomised and
confined to a specific subspecialty of surgery. The dose of
antibiotic and its timing and administration must be
appropriate to provide adequate serum concentrations at
operation. The results should include information on the
bacterial isolates, stating whether or not they were sensitive

to the antimicrobial agents used. Careful ethical consideration
must be given before a paper with "untreated" controls is
accepted and, finally, the numbers of patients studied in the
trial must be sufficient to show whether there is a difference
between treatment groups.

Guidelines

The place for prophylactic antibiotic administration in
surgery needs review-antibiotics are the most expensive
drugs prescribed in hospitals, and two thirds of the pre-
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